A Morphological and Histological Investigation of Imperfect Lungfish Fin Regeneration
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Regeneration, the replacement of body parts in a living animal, has excited scientists for centuries and our knowledge of vertebrate appendage regeneration has increased significantly over the past decades. While the ability of amniotes to regenerate body parts is very limited, members of other vertebrate clades have been shown to have rather high regenerative capacities. Among tetrapods (four-limbed vertebrates), only salamanders show unparalleled capacities of epimorphic tissue regeneration including replacement of organ and body parts in an apparently perfect fashion. The closest living relatives of Tetrapoda, the lungfish, show regenerative abilities that are comparable to those of salamanders and recent studies suggest that these high regenerative capacities may indeed be ancestral for bony fish (osteichthyans) including tetrapods. While great progress has been made in recent years in understanding the cellular and molecular mechanisms deployed during appendage regeneration, comparatively few studies have investigated gross morphological and histological features of regenerated fins and limbs. Likewise, rather little is known about how fin regeneration compares morphologically to salamander limb regeneration. In this study, we investigated the morphology and histology of regenerated fins in all three modern lungfish families. Data from histological serial sections, 3D reconstructions, and x-ray microtomography scans were analyzed to assess morphological features, quality and pathologies in lungfish fin regenerates. We found several anomalies resulting from imperfect regeneration in regenerated fins in all investigated lungfish species, including fusion of skeletal elements, additional or fewer elements, and distal branching. The similarity of patterns in regeneration abnormalities compared to salamander limb regeneration lends further support to the hypothesis that high regenerative capacities are plesiomorphic for sarcopterygians.
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INTRODUCTION

The capability to replace lost organ and body parts, better known as regeneration, has fascinated scientists for several centuries (Reaumur, 1712). While this ability varies widely among Metazoa (e.g., Morgan, 1898; Lenhoff and Lenhoff, 1991; Bely and Nyberg, 2010), epimorphic regeneration was considered exceptional among extant vertebrates (e.g., Alvarado, 2000; Tsonis, 2000). This
form of regeneration, considered to be true regeneration, is characterized by the formation of two crucial structures, the blastema and the apical epithelial cap (or AEC) (Lodono et al., 2018). Full regeneration of limbs after loss by injury has been reported only in salamanders and frogs, albeit appendage regeneration in frogs is limited to tadpole stages before metamorphic climax and is lost in adults (Dent, 1962; Girvan et al., 2002). Hence, urodeles are the only living tetrapods capable of fully regenerating limbs throughout their whole lifespan, even though larval salamanders show regenerates with less abnormalities than adults (Bothe et al., 2021). Through intensive research, especially on the model organism axolotl (Ambystoma mexicanum) the underlying processes of epimorphic regeneration in salamanders are quite well understood (amongst others: Kragl et al., 2009; McCusker et al., 2015; Bryant et al., 2017a). More recently, salamander lineage-specific genes (LSGs) were identified and shown to play a role in limb development as well as regeneration in salamanders, which led to the proposal that certain features in salamander limb development and their capacities to fully regenerate limbs may indeed be lineage specific for urodeles (Garza-Garcia et al., 2010; Brockes and Gates, 2014). However, data from fossil shows that limb regeneration already occurred in ancient amphibians long before the emergence of salamanders (Fröbisch et al., 2014, 2015), suggesting that the high regenerative capacities of body appendages are an ancient feature of tetrapods that was lost in the amniote lineage. This was later supported by molecular data that demonstrated that the genetic toolkit playing a role in lungfish tail regeneration is very similar to that seen in axolotl (Verissimo et al., 2020). Moreover, high regenerative capacities of the endochondral appendage skeleton were also demonstrated for several clades of osteichthians, including paddle fish, gar, Polypterus, and several members of teleost fish (Cuervo et al., for several clades of osteichthyans, including paddle fish, gar, Polypterus, and several members of teleost fish (Cuervo et al., 2012; Amaral and Schneider, 2018; Darnet et al., 2019). Darnet et al. (2019) therein also showed that osteichthians deploy a similar genetic toolkit for appendage regeneration, lending support to an ancient origin of epimorphic regeneration in vertebrates. However, many aspects of the evolution of vertebrate regeneration remain poorly understood and will require more detailed molecular, morphological, evolutionary, and ecological investigations of non-model as well as model organisms to gain a better understanding of the drivers of epimorphic regeneration in vertebrates.

Lungfish (Dipnoi) play a central role in this context, as they display a high degree of tissue regeneration in body appendages comparable to modern salamanders. Dipnoi are an ancient lineage of osteichthyan fish (bony fish) and, next to coelacanths, the only extant sarcopterygian (lobe-finned) fish. They first appeared in the Early Devonian period, about 419.2–393.3 million years ago (Chang and Yu, 1984) and were widespread and common in both marine and freshwater habitats. Several phylogenomic analyses and genome sequencing over the past few years have revealed that lungfish, rather than coelacanths, are the closest extant relatives of tetrapods (Amemiya et al., 2013; Biscotti et al., 2016; Irisarri and Meyer, 2016).

Although Dipnoi were notably abundant during the Devonian, most lungfish went extinct after the end Permian mass extinction (Nelson et al., 2016). Only three freshwater genera survived until now, represented by six species: South American lungfish (Lepidosiren, one species), African lungfish (Propterus, four species), and the Australian lungfish (Neoceratodus, one species).

Lepidosiren was the first lungfish to be discovered in the 1830s (Bischoff, 1840) and have been the focus of many studies on sarcopterygian and vertebrate evolution, the transition from fishes to land vertebrates, genome size studies and the evolution of tetrapod feeding systems (Reilly and Lauder, 1990; Ericsson et al., 2010; Boisvert et al., 2013; Ziermann et al., 2018). Moreover, their high regenerative abilities, which rival those of salamanders, make them a highly relevant subject for regeneration research (Conant, 1970; Darnet et al., 2019; Verissimo et al., 2020).

Anatomically, paired lungfish fins rest on a single cartilaginous girdle element and are constructed according to the archipterygial fin type, in which the metapterygial stem consists of a projecting series of endoskeletal basal fin elements running along the middle of the fin. From this central axis, preaxial (anterior) and postaxial (posterior) radials proceed outward to sides of the fin for further support (Kardong, 1997). Among the modern taxa, the Australian lungfish resembles most closely the ancestral fin anatomy of ancient lobe-finned fishes (Kardong, 1997). Viewed from the outside, the fin appears leaf-shaped and narrow at its base. Cartilaginous, serially arranged elements comprising the fin main axis, called mesomers, follow the pectoral or pelvic girdle, respectively, and become increasingly smaller toward the fin tip. The first mesomere is considered homologous to the femur/humerus of tetrapods, the second to radius and ulna or tibia and fibula, respectively (Romer et al., 1959; Kardong, 1997). Numerous fin radials are articulated dorsally (preaxially) and ventrally (postaxially) from the second mesomere onward, whereas the amount and arrangement of the fin radials is variable (Braus, 1900). The second mesomere usually has one pre-axial side radial on the pectoral and two or more on the pelvic fin, as well as about 4–5 postaxial lateral radials on the pectoral and about three on the pelvic fin. Subsequent mesomers each carry one or two side radials postaxially and preaxially.

By contrast, the fins of South American and African lungfish species are significantly reduced. Preaxial and postaxial radials are missing altogether in Lepidosiren, whereas vestigial post-axial radials are present in Propterus, which is why the fins look thin and thread-like, a conformation considered to be derived (Johanson et al., 2007). A striking difference between the two genera is that the pelvic fins of the South American male lungfish are covered with a unique array of filaments. These structures are not found in fins of other lungfish species. The function of these fin attachments has not yet been fully clarified. Suggestions that they serve as “limb gills” for the release or uptake of oxygen could not be directly confirmed (Lima et al., 2017).

Despite its great potential as a model organism for regenerative research very few studies of tail or fin regeneration in lungfish were published in the following decades after initial observations by Traquair (1871) and Conant (1970).

One cause for this lies in the difficulties of lungfish housing and breeding for research and the unavailability of embryos. Despite this, lungfish have attracted great scientific interest in
the field of regeneration in only recently, yielding important insights into the regeneration process and its evolution, via comparisons of lungfish and salamanders regeneration. While it has been known that lungfish develop a blastema at the wound site during the regeneration process that is comparable to those in salamander appendage regeneration (Conant, 1970), recent studies detected further similarities in the formation of a proliferative blastema, development of an Apical Epithelial Cap (AEC), and self-replacement of original structures including muscles, skeleton, and spinal cord (Verissimo et al., 2020). Transcriptome and differential gene expression analyses identified strong parallels in gene regulation and transcriptional profiles applied in lungfish and salamander appendage blastema formation (Nogueira et al., 2016). These commonalities highlight the importance of lungfish as model for regenerative research of body appendages and lend further support for the hypothesis of a deep evolutionary origin of regenerative capacities.

Apart from studies on regeneration in controlled laboratory experiments, investigations of naturally occurring regeneration provide crucial insights into the ecological and evolutionary parameters that may have influenced and directed regeneration in sarcopterygians. Since lungfish are very territorial animals (Curry-Lindahl, 1956), conspecific biting of fins and tails occur frequently both in the wild but also especially in captivity. In the Australian lungfish, primarily the juvenile individuals behave aggressive toward conspecifics, especially in view of food consumption and shelter areas. However, dominance hierarchies are also know among adults (Kind, 2002; Department of the Environment, Water, Heritage and the Arts, 2009; Jorgensen and Joss, 2016). In these settings, whole appendages or only parts may be bitten off and repeated biting may occur. As a result, fin pathologies and anomalies can often be observed in natural regenerates.

The main aim of our study was to compare the natural regenerative abilities of pectoral and pelvic fins of the three modern lungfish genera, the South American lungfish Lepidosiren paradoxa, the African lungfish Protopterus spp., as well as the Australian lungfish, Neoceratodus forsteri.

We present morphological and histological data of natural fin regenerates in all three modern taxa based to understand overall regeneration abilities as well as occurring anomalies and pathologies after failed regeneration. For this purpose, we have analyzed data from gross morphology, via histological serial sections, cleared, and double stained specimens, as well as x-ray computed tomography (μCT-scanning) and 3D reconstructions. The results are discussed in comparison to natural limb regenerates in the salamander model Ambystoma mexicanum, the Mexican axolotl.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Material
Two fins of Lepidosiren paradoxa (ZMB_Pisces_37121, ZMB_Pisces_37122) were provided by Igor Schneider. These specimens were adults collected as wild caught in the city of Breves, state of Para, Brazil. The six specimens of Protopterus were obtained from the Royal Belgian Institute of Natural Science (RBINS 148, RBINS 8112) and the Royal Museum for Central Africa (RMCA_Vert_1973.015.P.0001, RMCA_Vert_1991.024.P.0001-0002, RMCA_Vert_P.124855-124859, RMCA_Vert_P.165214-165235). Three living specimens of Neoceratodus forsteri used for external gross observation were imported by Jindalae International Pty Ltd from an Australian lungfish farm, where they were reared in groups and obtained bite wounds on their appendages by conspecifics. In the animal husbandry of the Museum für Naturkunde Berlin individuals were kept separate in order to investigate the regeneration process of the fins without continued biting. Neoceratodus Specimen (ZMB_Pisces_33693) used for x-ray microtomography and histology is housed at the Museum für Naturkunde Berlin.

Gross morphology of specimen was examined with a Leica (MZ12) binocular microscope using ordinary transmitted light in magnifications ranging from 8x to 50x. Images were taken with a Leica DFC 495 Digital Color Microscope Camera (Leica Application Suite V4.2. software) and a Nikon D3100 digital camera.

Methods
Before using material for any analytical method, samples were fixed in fresh 4% paraformaldehyde in PBS (Phosphate Buffered Saline) for about 48 h. No information on the original fixation method of the specimens was available, but all collection material has been stored in 70% ethanol for long periods of time (several years to decades).

Because availability of material for destructive investigation was limited, we applied as many methods as possible to any given sample to maximize informative outcome. As μCT (X-ray microtomography) scanning without prior tissue staining produced low inherent contrast of non-mineralized soft tissues, a new suitable staining protocol using PTA (phosphotungstic acid) and/or iodine was developed to produce images with better tissue-specific gray contrasts. Unfortunately, these staining agents exert negative effects on subsequently performed histological serial sections and cleared and double staining methods.

Contrast-Enhanced Micro-CT Imaging and Analysis
Due to restrictions for the use of invasive methods on some of the collection material, different staining protocols were applied to the individual specimens. All specimens were stained at room temperature on a plate stirrer. Therein, the two most important staining parameters are the concentration of the staining solution and the duration of time that the specimen remains in solution. The concentration of the staining solutions was gradually increased within the first days to protect the tissue while achieving the best possible staining results. To check the progress of the staining and to avoid overstaining, test scans were carried out in the concomitantly.

Both fins of Lepidosiren paradoxa (ZMB_Pisces_37121, ZMB_Pisces_37122) were stained in a 10% solution of Lugol’s iodine (I2KI) in distilled water for 7 days. Fins...
of the genus *Protoperus* (RMCA_Vert_P.165214-165235, RMCA_Vert_1991.024.P.0001-0002, RMCA_Vert_1973.015.P.0001, RMCA_Vert_P.124855-124859) were scanned at 90 kV and 150 μA, generating 1,440 projections with 1,250 ms per picture. Effective voxel size was 6 μm. *Protoperus* specimen (RBINS 8112, RMCA_Vert_P.165214-165235, RMCA_Vert_1991.024.P.0001-0002, RMCA_Vert_1973.015.P.0001, RMCA_Vert_P.124855-124859) were scanned at 90 kV and 150 μA, generating 1,440 projections with 750 ms per picture. Effective voxel size ranged between 14 and 15 μm. Fins of *Neoceratodus forsteri* (ZMB_Pisces_33693) were scanned at 100 kV and 120 μA, generating 1,440 projections with 750 ms per picture. Effective voxel size ranged between 16 and 20 μm. The cone beam reconstruction was performed using the datos| x-reconstruction software (GE Sensing and Inspection Technologies GMBH phoenix|x-ray datos|x 2) and the three-dimensional reconstructions were visualized in VGStudio Max 3.1. (Volume Graphics Inc., Germany). Fin skeletons were segmented manually from the stained scans.

### RESULTS

Notably, in the majority of cases it is difficult to identify a regenerated fin from the outer morphology once the regeneration process is finished. The most evident indication for regeneration are fin abnormalities such as stark morphological deformations, bifurcations, but also constrictions, foreshortened fins and paired fins of uneven lengths.

**Lepidosiren paradoxa** (South American Lungfish)

In their original state, South American lungfish fins consist of only one fin radial composed of numerous serially repeated cartilaginous fin radial elements. For this study we investigated two regenerated pectoral fins of this taxon in detail (ZMB_Pisces_37121, ZMB_Pisces_37122).

The pectoral fin of specimen number ZMB_Pisces_37121 does not show any obvious signs of regeneration in its outer morphology ([Figure 1A](#)), except for a noticeable narrowing in the very proximal region of the fin ([Figure 1A](#), dashed box). CT scanning and the 3D reconstruction revealed constrictions of two proximal radial elements ([Figures 1B–D](#), arrow) and an amalgamation with the adjacent distal elements ([Figures 1B–D](#), arrow). Additionally, several fused elements were identified in the more distal region of the fin ([Figures 1B](#), dashed box; [1E](#), arrow). Histological investigation revealed detailed information on the cellular level and showed that the constrictions of the skeletal fin radial elements affect all types of tissue at this position of the fin, including the perichondrium, the cartilaginous matrix, and musculature ([Figures 1F,G](#)). In addition, the epidermis is not fully regenerated ([Figures 1D,F](#), asterisks). Contrary to the assumption that the epidermis regenerates pretty fast in order to protect the wound healing area from infection while internal parts regenerate slower, in this specimen it is unusually thin in some places. At the narrowest point of the constriction, it seems to be completely absent. This type of pathology is not known from salamander limb regeneration, but may be a sign of repeated biting. However, causes other than regeneration for this anomaly are also possible, as for example and infection or skin disease. Nevertheless, it appears likely that the restriction coincides with the location of the bite sites and sections also show jointed individual fin radial elements in several regions of the fin ([Figure 1G](#)). Despite the greater resolution on the cellular level, it remains unclear whether these are fused elements, for which complete separation failed during initial fin development, or whether they were also caused by constrictions of the periosteum and the cartilaginous matrix of a single fin radial element during the regeneration process.
The second fin of *Lepidosiren* (ZMB_Piscis_37121) shows an obvious anomaly that is already visible in gross observation. The fin divides at the proximal end and branches into two fin axes (*Figure 1H*, dashed box). Histology and μCT-scanning reveal that this bifurcation is caused by branching of a single proximal skeletal element (*Figures 1I–N*). Additionally, the bifurcated element displays partial amalgamation with the adjacent elements (*Figure 1K*, arrows; *Figures 1M,N*). Partial fusion is also visible between more distal elements (*Figure 1J*, dashed box; *Figure 1L*, arrow).

**Protopterus (African Lungfish)**

Protopterus fins have an overall similar structure to those of *Lepidosiren*, except for the filamentous structures on the pelvic fins of males, which are completely absent in Protopterus. Six lungfish individuals of three *Protopterus* species with regeneration malformations were identified in the
collections of the Royal Belgian Institute of Natural Science and the Royal Museum for Central Africa (RBINS 148, RBINS 8112, RMCA_Vert_1973.015.P.0001, RMCA_Vert_1991.024.P.0001-0002, RMCA_Vert_P.124855-124859, RMCA_Vert_P.165214-165235). Anomalies were identified in both pectoral and pelvic fins. Evident characteristics are bifurcations, as well as constrictions and bilaterally asymmetrical, foreshortened fins (Figures 2, 3).

One specimen of the species *Protopterus aethiopicus* (RBINS 148) exhibits bifurcation of the left pectoral fin and a constriction of the right pectoral fin, but was only available for external observation (Figures 2A,B). One individual of the species *Protopterus dolloi* (RBINS 8112) with paired fins of unequal length was investigated by micro CT (Figures 2C,D). However, permission for tissue staining was not granted for this specimen and hence the resolution was insufficient to reconstruct the fin skeleton in 3D. The strong differences in the visibility of structures in unstained and stained material are shown in the comparison of the CT scans of pectoral fins of *Protopterus annectens brieni* (RMCA_Vert_P.165214-165235) before and after staining with I$_2$KI and PTA (Figures 2E–G). The latter specimen shows a relatively short, strangely shaped fin morphology as well as incisions in the skin of the fin. The strange shape may be a preservational relic from being squeezed into a jar for an extended period. However, despite the unusual outer morphology, no skeletal abnormalities were identified in the 3D reconstruction (Figure 2H). Therefore, the regeneration process may have proceeded normally in this fin, but was not yet fully completed at the time the animal was collected.

Four fins of *Protopterus annectens* that showed bifurcations in external morphology, were investigated by µCT-scanning. The scans revealed that bifurcation do not all follow the same anatomical pattern but instead can be produced by different branching patterns involving the structures of the fin skeleton (Figure 3). In the left pelvic fin of RMCA_Vert_1991.024.P.0001-0002, one proximal element forms the base point for two more distal elements, which continue distally in building two separate fin radials (Figures 3A–C). In the left pelvic fin of *Protopterus annectens annectens* RMCA_Vert_1973.015.P.0001, the bifurcation is built by two elements, whereas an additional short fin element attaches laterally at the lower end of a significantly elongated element of the metapterygial axis and thus forms an additional lateral fin radial (Figures 3D–F). In this specimen the fins remain relatively short distal to the bifurcation. Whether this condition was caused by failed regeneration or rather in completed regeneration, cannot be resolved by the CT data.

A third branching pattern can be observed in the in the right pectoral fin of *Protopterus annectens annectens* RMCA_Vert_1973.015.P.0001. In this fin, a single fin element...
bifurcates distally and forms the attachment point for two further fin radial elements. The 3D reconstruction of the branching point suggests that this type of bifurcation was caused by incomplete segmentation of several elements (Figure 3G). Yet another fin regenerate morphology is visible in the right pectoral fin of *Protopterus annectens annectens* (RMCA_Vert_P.124855-124859) (Figures 3J–L). It shows a short fin, which externally shows signs of bifurcation in the soft tissue, but the internal anatomy of the cartilaginous fin skeleton still shows a single row of fin elements. The distal end of the fin, which is most likely the site of a bite injury, contains no skeletal elements. This fin morphology can most likely be explained with incomplete regeneration at the time of death of the animal or the regeneration process has failed for some reason. Fusions of several adjacent axis elements distal to the presumed amputation plane, as observed in *Lepidosiren* fins (Figure 1), were not observed in the investigated regenerates of *Protopterus*.

**Neoceratodus forsteri** (Australian Lungfish)

The third genus of extant lungfish is *Neoceratodus* with only a single species, the Australian lungfish *Neoceratodus forsteri*. In contrast to the other extant lungfish genera, the fin morphology of *Neoceratodus* resembles most closely that of its fossil relatives in having strong, fleshy fins, with a much more complex skeletal anatomy (Figures 4A,B). The fin consists of a large element, mesomere 1, which articulates with the shoulder girdle and does not carry any radials. A series of further mesomeres articulate distally to mesomere 1 and form the medial axis of the fin with preaxial and postaxial radials articulating to the mesomeres. Although regenerative capacities have been assumed for *Neoceratodus*, to our knowledge there has thus far not been a published report as to whether and how well *Neoceratodus* is able to regenerate their fins. However, the following results of detailed studies of the fin in µCT scans and histology indicate that regeneration processes are taking place.

Figures 4C–N show some examples of pectoral and pelvic fins of living individuals of *Neoceratodus forsteri* with obvious fin abnormalities after regeneration following repeated biting. Shortened, misshapen and stunted fins can clearly be recognized. Some of these anomalies look very severe. The reason for the severity of the abnormalities lies most likely in repeated and multiple biting of the fins. We cannot state with certainty whether the regeneration of these fins has been completed, or whether the fins are still in the process of regeneration. Notably, observation and documentation of these *Neoceratodus* individuals and their fins over a period of 2 years (provided in Supplementary Data) did not show any noticeable changes in the shape of these fins.

In addition to investigations of the living animals, *Neoceratodus* specimen ZMB_Pisces_33693 from the collection of the Museum für Naturkunde Berlin showing obvious fin anomalies was provided for destructive sampling (Figure 5). In particular, both pectoral fins displayed strongly deformed morphology upon external observation (Figures 5A,E). Both fins are shortened, malformed and do not show the original leaf-like fin shape. The pelvic fins did not display clear external signs for regeneration, yet the right fin is slightly shorter than the left, indicating a possible earlier regeneration event (Figures 5I,M).

The results of the CT scans and 3D modeling clearly showed that in both the left and right pectoral fin the central axis is strongly foreshortened as compared to the normal fin anatomy (Figures 5B,C,F,G). Moreover, preaxial and postaxial fin radials are asymmetric, some radials show distal branching while other radials are missing altogether. In the left pectoral fin, the skeletal abnormalities begin at the level of the second mesomere (Figures 5B–D). The preaxial lateral radials attached to mesomere 2 is strongly shortened and consists of only one skeletal element instead of at least three as in the normal fin anatomy. Further distally, the skeletal anatomy of the fin is severely altered. The fourth and fifth mesomeres are completely deformed. The skeletal elements in this area are partially shifted in the transverse plane so that they overlap (Figure 5D). Furthermore, a postaxial radial shows clear branching (Figure 5B). Finally, the most distal end of the fin, which normally tapers peripherally to a thin thread, is missing entirely.

In the right pectoral fin, the pathologies start more distally than in the left fin at the height of the fifth mesomere, indicating a more distal bite wound. The anomaly in skeletal anatomy is overall less severe than in the left fin. The most noticeable anomalies are the missing, thread-like distal fin tip and bifurcating pre- and postaxial lateral radials (Figures 5F,H). One pre-axial lateral radial starting at the fifth mesomere even shows a double branch, which is extraordinarily wide.

µCT-scanning as well as clearing and double staining of the left pelvis fin revealed a bent distal tip of the main axis which is caused by multiple deformed axial elements at the distal end. At the level of the fifth mesomere, bifurcation of an element of the pre-axial lateral radial is visible (Figures 5J–L).

Branching in postaxial radial was also identified in the right pelvic fin, where also one preaxial lateral radial is fused with the fourth mesomere (Figure 5N). In addition, amalgamation of adjacent axial segments along the central axis is present in three positions (Figure 5O), as is particularly well visible in the histological serial sections (Figure 5P).

**DISCUSSION**

**Regenerative Abilities of Lungfish**

Earlier work has shown that the various extant lungfish genera are able to regenerate both tails and fins. Some studies have carried out controlled amputation experiments in the laboratory (Conant, 1970; Nogueira et al., 2016; Verissimo et al., 2020), while others reported numerous regenerated fins in natural populations (Nogueira et al., 2016). Most studies, however, are based on the South American lungfish, *Lepidosiren*, and the African lungfish, *Protopterus*. These genera are characterized by their thread-like fin structure and a lack of pre- and postaxial radial elements. To our knowledge, in contrast, nothing is known on the regenerative abilities of fins in the Australian lungfish, *Neoceratodus forsteri*. However, *Neoceratodus* is of particular interest for regeneration research, because among the...
modern taxa its fin anatomy resembles most closely the ancestral condition of lungfish fin anatomy, which is quite a bit more complex than that of the other two genera. The phylogenetic position of lungfish as the closest living relatives of tetrapods also makes them crucial taxa for investigations on the evolution of the regenerative program allowing for fin and tail regeneration in sarcopterygians (Verissimo et al., 2020).

While not in every single case it can be excluded that fin anomalies were caused by developmental defects, our study demonstrates that all five studied lungfish species are very likely able to regenerate fins after natural bite injuries, including the Australian lungfish. Strong indicators for ongoing regenerative processes in Neoceratodus in contrast to malformations caused by severe bite injuries, are distally branching radials, abnormal numbers of radials attached to respective mesomeres and deformed mesomeres, which strongly deviate from the original anatomy.

In an evolutionary context, these findings suggest the ability to regenerate body appendages is plesiomorphic for modern lungfish genera, which is in line with molecular studies that indicate a deep evolutionary origin of appendage regeneration (Darnet et al., 2019; Verissimo et al., 2020).

Therein, the regeneration of the missing parts of the fin occurs to various degrees, from partial to near complete regrowth,
with lighter and more severe pathologies. The factors are very likely depending on the living conditions and the occurrence of repeated biting, but differences between the overall regenerative capacities of different lungfish taxa can also not be ruled out based on our data.

Regeneration Investigations Under Controlled Laboratory Conditions vs. in the Wild

The frequency of regenerated fins found in specimens in natural history collections as well as in the living specimens in animal husbandry and in the wild (Nogueira et al., 2016) strongly suggest that fin regeneration and the occurrence of associated pathologies are widespread phenomena. Since lungfish are very territorial animals, damage to a fin or loss of a fin as a result of conspecifics biting happens frequently in both in captivity and the wild. Conant (1973) observed a rate of about 20% of bite injuries among captive African lungfish and Nogueira et al. (2016) report a similar rate of almost 19% of externally visible fin pathologies in wild-caught South American lungfish. Mlewa and Green (2004), on the other hand, reported a much lower rate of pathologies in the fins and tails of African lungfish Protopterus aethiopicus (approx. 4%) during their investigations in the wild. In their study they also mention developmental abnormalities, but it remains unclear if these may indeed not represent cases of failed regeneration as well.

Moreover, all of the above-mentioned studies refer to the obvious, externally visible pathologies. Here we showed that fins with a seemingly normal external morphology indeed show anatomical abnormalities when investigated by histology and/or Ct scanning methods. Hence, the actual frequency of bite injuries and regenerated body appendages in lungfish populations is difficult to determine by gross observation alone and may indeed be much higher, especially when also taking into consideration the instances where regeneration proceeds normally and results in an anatomically normal fin. Moreover, environmental factors such as population density, food availability, age distribution, and season certainly have a strong influence on aggression and bite frequency and hence regeneration frequency in all lungfish taxa. Animals housed in natural history collections or caught in the wild for a different research purpose often lack the metadata that would allow for a better assessment of the impact of these parameters on regeneration frequency and the numerical distribution of pathologies. Therefore, there are several points that limit the interpretation of the results based on this material. In retrospect, it cannot be determined exactly whether limbs were completely severed or only partially. Especially in case of the very compact fins of the Australian lungfish, it seems likely that often only parts of the fin are lost to conspecific biting rather than a whole fin. It remains unknown whether regeneration in lungfish fins is hampered by, proceeds equally well or rather proceeds better if only a part of the fin is severed from a fin as compared to the loss of a complete fin. Observations have shown that some injuries are challenging for axolotls and not all types of wounds trigger a regeneration process. For example, lateral limb wounds and larger gabs of certain dimension in long bones do not heal properly or even show no evidence for regeneration at the injury site at all (Roy and Lévesque, 2006; Hutchison et al., 2007; Lee and Gardiner, 2012; Vieira et al., 2019). These findings indicate that the mechanisms underlying regeneration are different from those of regular bone healing. It is also possible that fins are injured repeatedly, and follow-up injuries can occur after regeneration is complete, during an ongoing regeneration process or during the important phase of blastema formation. In fact, a study by Bryant et al. (2017b) on regenerative abilities in axolotl limbs has revealed a state of persistent wound healing reaction generated by multiple repeated amputations at the same site, which in turn inhibits successful regeneration of the missing limb part. Therefore it can be assumed that the more often a fin is damaged, the higher the probability that it will develop anomalies during regeneration. Furthermore, recurring bite injuries cause renewed disruption of tissue structures and hence positional information needed for the proper replacement of missing body parts. This is also indicated by the fact that anomalies in skeletal limb and fin structure do not always only occur directly at the amputation level or location of bite injury, but sometimes also in more distal regions (Bothe et al., 2021), which can hamper identification of the exact plane of amputation.

Another aspect that remains unresolved by the data at hand is the age of the animal at the time when the fin was injured and the regeneration process started. It is unknown whether the regenerative abilities or qualities vary with age in lungfish, but this is well documented in frogs and salamanders. Frogs are only able to regenerate limbs in the tadpole stage, but once metamorphosis is completed, this ability is absent in postmetamorphic individuals (Dent, 1962). Salamanders, on the other hand, are able to regenerate appendages throughout their entire lifespan (Zeleny, 1909). However, the speed and quality of regeneration seem to decrease with increasing age (Vieira et al., 2020; Bothe et al., 2021). Coincidently with this, pathologies in the regenerated axolotl occur more frequently in older animals than in young larvae (Bothe et al., 2021). Furthermore, it is usually unknown whether the regeneration process was completed or stopped when the animal died. Shortened fins, for example, could either indicate a failed or halted regeneration in the living lungfish or be the result of incomplete regeneration, because the animal died before the process could be completed.

Finally, it cannot be completely ruled out that the identified fin anomalies have not already resulted from faulty fin development.

Quality of Regeneration and Types of Anomalies

Despite the limitation of the data outlined above, it is very important to examine regeneration after bite injuries in lungfish and to compare it to controlled amputation attempts in the laboratory. Studies on salamanders indicate that pathologies and anomalies occur predominantly after bite injuries caused either by conspecifics or predators (Bothe et al., 2021). Hence, these pathologies are not random oddities, but are a common feature of the regeneration process and understanding the
forms and causes of pathological regenerates is essential for understanding the underlying processes and evolutionary context of regeneration. In bites, tissue damage is much more severe than in the clean cuts of targeted amputations. The fin is torn, ruptures and is squeezed leading to frayed and disrupted tissue at the wound site. This in turn seems to often have a negative impact on wound healing, blastema development, and subsequent replacement of body parts. Multiple studies of cell identity during regeneration in the axolotl have discovered that cells at the injury site hold positional information in relation to one another along the proximodistal and anteroposterior limb axes, which are responsible for a successful rebuilding of limb structures with respect to growth and pattern formation (French et al., 1976; Bryant et al., 1981; Gardiner et al., 1995; Torok et al., 1998; Echeverri and Tanaka, 2005; Mercader et al., 2005; Roensch et al., 2013). Therefore, it appears logical that, the more severe the damage to the tissue, the more chaotic the tissue arrangement in the wound area is and the more often regenerative pathologies occur as a result to faulty positional information and pattern formation. Anomalies resulting from imperfect fin regeneration occur frequently and were visible by exterior and interior observation in all specimens studied. Some pathologies were less severe, others significantly changed the original anatomical structure of the respective lungfish fin. They include constrictions of various types of tissues, fusion of skeletal elements, distal branching and additional or less skeletal elements relative to the normal fin anatomy. The most basic element of the axillary radial (mesomere 1) articulated with the endoskeletal shoulder girdle or pelvic girdle and is rarely affected by pathologies. This is likely due to its position close to the body wall, which makes it less likely to be affected by bite injuries than more distal parts of the fin. No significant differences were registered in the type of pathology between pelvic and pectoral fins.

The data also hints at the possibility that there may be a connection between anatomical complexity and frequency and severity of regenerative pathologies. The fins of Protopterus and Lepidosiren have a less complex skeletal anatomy than the fins of Neoceratodus or a salamander limb. In Protopterus and Lepidosiren fin regeneration entails replacement of a thread-like fin without lateral radials and an overall rather simple anatomical structure, which therefore may be less prone to regenerative pathologies than the more complex structures of a Neoceratodus fin or a tetrapod limb. In accordance with this hypothesis, pathologies are less pronounced and less obvious externally, in Protopterus and Lepidosiren fins than in Neoceratodus. Moreover, the available data for Neoceratodus indicates that the more distal the injury, the less complex is the anatomical structures that has to be replaced by regeneration and the fewer pathologies occur. However, a potential connection between structure complexity and frequency of pathologies in regenerates will have to be tested in a rigorous experimental framework in order to be conclusively demonstrated or dismissed.

In any case, overall all lungfish fin anomalies follow a very similar patterns and structure and includes, failed segmentation, merging of elements, reduced or increased number of segments, bifurcation of elements, and constrictions of the various tissues and are likewise very similar to pathologies observed in regenerated salamander limbs (Dearlove and Dresden, 1976; Stock and Bryant, 1981; Bryant and Gardiner, 2016; Soto-Rojas et al., 2017; Bothe et al., 2021).

**Biological Importance of Perfect Regeneration**

The relative frequency with which more or less severe pathologies occur during appendage regeneration raises the question of how important the quality or anatomical perfection of the regenerated appendages is in a biological context, i.e., for the fitness of the animal.

The original function of the structures plays an important role in this context, especially with respect to paired appendages such as fins and limbs. Ecology and habitat may influence how strong the impact of a severely malformed limb regenerate is for a given individual or taxon, as e.g., the limbs are less important for effective locomotion in an aquatic axolotl that can propel through the water effectively with its tail, than for a highly terrestrial plethodontid salamander inhabiting steep rock surfaces. Likewise, a lungfish fin may be less physically strained in deep water locomotion as compared to the limb of a terrestrial salamander, but nevertheless fulfills important functions, e.g., the Australian lungfish uses its strong, fleshy fins as support for the tail when swimming forward in ascending movements, to maneuver in shallow water and to support on the substrate when eating (Dean, 1906; Kemp, 1986). Lungfish fins can also be used in a tetrapod-like fashion in *Neoceratodus* (Dean, 1912) which was also demonstrated for the African lungfish *Protopterus annectens*, despite its reduced fin anatomy (King et al., 2011). King et al. (2011) showed that pectoral fins of *Protopterus* are used to lift the body of the substrate for tetrapod-like walking and bounding movements in aquatic environments. Therefore, it is not easy to assess how strongly severe pathologies in regenerated appendages may impact the fitness of individual lungfish in natural environments. Therein, some types of pathologies such as bifurcation and fusion of skeletal elements are unlikely to have a major negative impact on movements such as swimming or supporting the body, whereas truncated or mutilated fins could severely restrict the usability of the fin for maneuvering and pushing off the ground. With this disability, these individuals could become victims of new bite attacks and predation more easily or have a disadvantage in the competition for food.

**Comparison to Pathologies Occurring in Salamander Limb Regeneration**

While axolotls are well known for their outstanding regenerative abilities, axolotl limbs often show a wide variety of limb and digit anomalies after bite injuries (Thompson et al., 2014; Bothe et al., 2021) that are very similar to those seen in lungfish fin regeneration. Common abnormalities after imperfect regeneration are for example syndactyly (fusion of two or more digits), ectrodactyly (split limb), brachydactyly (short digits), and limbs with additional or missing digits (Dearlove and Dresden, 1976; Young, 1977; Stock and Bryant, 1981; Bryant and Gardiner, 2016; Soto-Rojas et al., 2017; Bothe et al., 2021).
2021). Thompson et al. (2014) investigated the probability of regenerating a proper limb after bite injuries by conspecifics among larvae and adult axolotl in a laboratory setting. The rate of bite injuries among the larvae was very high with a value of 80%. After regeneration, more than half of the larvae exhibited pathologies on at least one limb, including variant digit numbers, fused digits, and digits growing from atypical anatomical positions. However, not only after conspecific biting, but also after controlled amputations with clean surgical cuts, regenerated limbs often did not regenerate perfectly (Bothe et al., 2021). Malformations occurring after surgical amputations are usually less severe and not immediately noticeable in external observation. Frequently occurring anomalies are partial or full constriction of the perichondrium, intercellular space in the cartilage matrix, narrowing of radius and ulna, reduced numbers of mesopodial bones caused by fusions and shorter digits with a reduced number of phalangeal elements.

The ability to regenerate is extremely widespread in the salamander clade, and it is therefore not surprising that regeneration pathologies have been reported not only in the axolotl, but also in other salamander species, including the Eastern newt, Notophthalmus viridescens (Dearlove and Dresden, 1976), and the red—backed salamander, Plethodon cinereus (Dinsmore and Hanken, 1986). Overall, the frequency and patterns of anomalies following regeneration are very similar in the investigated salamander taxa and all species of modern lungfish and are suggestive of shared processes governing appendage regeneration in all these taxa.

Origin of Body Appendage Regeneration

The high regenerative capacities of some organisms, but the lack thereof in others has fascinated researchers for centuries and has led to discussions on the evolution of regeneration and the reasons for its emergence and loss in various animal lineages (e.g., Bely, 2010; Bely and Nyberg, 2010; Nogueira et al., 2016; Amaral and Schneider, 2018). Among extant tetrapods, only salamanders are capable of regenerating limbs (in addition to other body parts such as tails, lenses, and parts of inner organs) throughout their entire lifespan and with near perfection. Because of its uniqueness among extant tetrapods, it was frequently suggested that this ability arose independently in the evolutionary lineages of salamanders (Garza-García et al., 2010; Brockes and Gates, 2014). This assumption was supported by the discovery of salamander lineage-specific genes (LSGs) which were shown to be involved in the limb regeneration process (Kumar et al., 2007; Looso et al., 2012, 2013; Brockes and Gates, 2014). However, the fossil record showed that high regenerative capacities as seen in modern salamanders are indeed not salamander specific, but salamander-like regeneration of limbs and tails was already present in the temnospondyl- and lepospondyl lineage of anamniote tetrapods some 300 million years ago (Fröbisch et al., 2014, 2015).

The fossil data was complemented by morphological and molecular studied, which further supported an ancient origin of epigenetic regeneration in vertebrates. Nogueira et al. (2016) compared the molecular program of appendage regeneration in axolotl and the South American lungfish, Lepidosiren paradoxo, and found extensive similarities in the molecular program deployed during appendage regeneration in both taxa. They also reported stark morphological similarities in the regeneration process, including in the formation of a wound epithelium, histolysis, dedifferentiation, subsequent blastema proliferation, and repatterning of missing structures. Similarly, great similarities mechanisms in the molecular program governing tail regeneration in salamanders and lungfish were found by Verissimo et al. (2020) lending further support for a shared molecular regeneration program in sarcopterygians.

Outside of Sarcopterygii, fin regeneration including the endoskeleton was demonstrated for the basal actinopterygian Polypterus by Cuervo et al. (2012) leading to the suggestion that appendage regeneration be plesiomorphic for Osteichthyes (bony vertebrates), which, however, seemed to stand in contrast to the notion that teleost fish are capable of regenerating dermal fin radials but not of regeneration of their fin endoskeleton. In a broad approach Darnet et al. (2019) combined fin regeneration assays and comparative RNA-sequencing analysis of Polypterus and axolotl blastemas revealing a shared regeneration-specific genetic program in the basal actinopterygian and salamanders. Moreover, Darnet et al. (2019) were able to show through fin endoskeleton amputation experiments, that further non-teleost actinopterygians, namely the American paddlefish (Polyodon) and the spottet gar (Lepisosteus), as well as three teleost species were capable of full fin regeneration after endochondral amputation (Darnet et al., 2019).

The similarity in frequency and patterns of fin regeneration pathologies between all three extant lungfish genera and salamander limbs demonstrated here lend further support for the similarity of the underlying processes in and limitations to appendage regeneration in these groups.

Taken together, the morphological, paleontological, and molecular data strongly suggests that the capacity for full appendage regeneration is a plesiomorphic feature for all sarcopterygians (lobe-finned fish including four limbed vertebrates), which was lost at least once, in the amniote lineage for reasons yet unknown.

CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK

The findings of this study showed that modern lungfish are valuable and promising model organisms for body appendage regeneration and can provide important evolutionary and developmental insights into the mechanisms governing vertebrate regeneration. Currently, there is a lack of data with respect to initial lungfish fin development and the ecological and biological factors influencing regeneration in lungfish, such as age dependency of regenerative capacities and regeneration after partial vs. whole fin loss. These are in part based on the elaborate conditions for animal housing and breeding, restricting access to embryos and larvae as well as controlled conditions for adult animals. Despite its enormous size, the Australian lungfish genome has recently been published (Meyer et al., 2021) and in the future, developing the lungfish into a model organism holds great potential for studies on regeneration and evolution.
The results of this study have shown that it can be difficult to recognize regenerated body parts by external observation alone and that a more detailed analysis of the anatomy and severity of anomalies can only be achieved through histological observations or CT scanning. The advancement of new imaging and molecular technologies allow for an inclusion non-model organisms in studies on regeneration, which can contribute significant new data on patterns and processes in regeneration and ultimately to the development applications in human medicine.
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